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ABSTRACT
Background: Prehospital emergency care services are one of the vital health services in many
countries that provide first and immediate medical care to the patients and injured people at
the scene and during transfer to healthcare centers. This study was conducted to investigate
and compare the use of prehospital emergency services in urban and road emergency bases of
Hamadan University of Medical Sciences.
Materials and Methods: In a descriptive-analytic study, all missions (ambulance requests)
conducted at urban and road emergency bases were studied and compared over three years.
The study tool was a checklist compiled of questions from PCR (Patient Care Report). PCR
contains written information about the patient's demographic characteristics, mission time,
mission address, mission reasons, emergency base and mission code (ambulance identification
code), and so on. Finally, the collected data were analyzed using descriptive (mean and
variance) and inferential statistics (t test and Chi-square).

Keywords:

Results: The results of the study indicated that every year, urban bases missions increased
about 600 and rural bases missions about 450. Road traffic incidents, falls, cardiac emergencies
and poisoning were the most common causes for ambulance call at urban and road emergency
bases. In addition, urban and road bases missions were significantly different with regard to the
cause of missions in all cases (except heat stroke) (P<0.01).

Prehospital emergency care
services, Ambulance request,
Urban emergency base, Rural
emergency base

Conclusion: Understanding the number and pattern of prehospital emergency services in urban
and rural areas plays a significant role in the proper planning of prehospital emergency care.
The study showed that the need for emergency prehospital emergency services is increasing
and policymakers should be considered this issue.
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1. Introduction

rehospital emergency medical services is
one of the vital health services in many
countries that provides first and immediate
medical care for the patients and injured
people in the scene of an accident and or
during the transfer to health centers [1]. Medical Emergency System in Iran was established after the tragic accident
of collapsing the roof of the waiting room at Mehrabad
airport in Tehran (due to vibrations caused by the sound of
jet aircraft engines) in 1975 as “115 Emergency” in cooperation with the United States (1975).
Like many other countries, by increasing people’s need
to services as well as due to population growth, urbanization, increased road accidents, more heart diseases,
increased natural and industrial accidents, as well as increase in social disorders and other factors, the services
and capabilities of this organization expanded gradually in Iran so that right now nearly 1900 prehospital
emergency bases of 115 with nearly 3000 ambulances,
112 bus ambulance, air ambulance, and motorlance are
operational throughout the country and more than two
million missions have been accomplished by emergency
stations only in 2010 [2-4].
Only three years after the first Emergency ambulance
siren heard in the capital in 1979, Hamedan Emergency
Center began its operation with the opening of the first
base on Pasteur Street and expanded parallel with the
expansion of the country’s emergency centers. Having
41 bases in the province with 60 ambulances, one ambulance bus, one air ambulance (helicopter), and 315 emergency medical technicians, the center now render services all over the cities and roads of the province [5, 6].
Several studies have recently been conducted on the
use of emergency medical services in different regions
and countries [7-9] regarding the fact that the use of prehospital emergency services is different depending on
patient’s age, type and significance of the incident and
illness, access to health services, and the economic, social, and cultural status. However, for the proper planning of prehospital emergency care in various (urban and
rural) geographic regions in the country, it is necessary to
understand the pattern and the use of emergency prehospital emergency services in these areas. Lyshnner et al.
study reports that prehospital emergency services is used
less by people living in rural areas compared to those
living in urban areas [1, 9].
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In the study by Billon et al. the most common ambulance calls in urban and rural areas have been reported
for heart diseases, trauma, low consciousness and respiratory problems [10]. In the literature, there are few,
if any, studies on patterns, number, and reason for prehospital emergency services in the urban and rural bases
of Iran. Therefore, we decided to conduct a study to investigate and compare the usage pattern of prehospital
emergency services in urban and road bases of Hamedan
Medical Emergency Center.

2. Materials and Methods
In this descriptive-analytic study which was conducted
with a cross-sectional design, the results of all “ambulance
calls” made by the clients and people living in the urban
and medical bases of the University of Medical Sciences
and Hamedan Health Services were reviewed from 2012
to 2014. The study instrument in this study was a researcher-made checklist derived from items in “Patient Care Report” (PCR), which is used in the prehospital emergency
system of the country to record mission reports.
This form contains information about patient’s demographic characteristics, ambulance dispatch address, ambulance dispatch time, the reason for the dispatch of the
ambulance, name of the base and ambulance departures,
patient’s medical history and medications, associated
symptoms, and also the result of the mission. This form
is completed by ambulance personnel during the mission
and will be archived at the Emergency Medical Center
of each city. It should be noted that the main information
of these forms is recorded as a portal in the information
registration system and 115 missions at the University
Hospital Accident and Emergency Management Center. Checklist used in this study contains questions for
research purposes, including response time (from receiving an ambulance call until the ambulance arrives
at the desired location), the address and location of the
mission, reason for calling the ambulance, the base and
the code (the ambulance identification code) of the missioner and the result of the mission.
To observe ethical considerations in collecting data,
the research project was approved by the Student Research Committee of the University of Medical Sciences and Hamedan Health Services. Then a letter of
introduction from that center was provided to Hamedan Medical Center of Accidents and Emergencies and
after obtaining the necessary permissions, the study
information was collected. Finally, the collected data
were analyzed using descriptive statistical methods
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(such as mean and variances) and appropriate statistical
tests (such as t test and Chi-square test).

road bases (73.01%), the injured people were transferred
to the health centers (Table 3).

3. Results

4. Discussion

Based on the study results, out of 40 prehospital emergency bases available in the province, 18 are urban bases
and 22 road bases. Moreover, from 2012 to 2014, respectively 19393, 19945, and 20545 cases of ambulance calls
have been recorded every year in the urban bases and
5165, 5704, and 6151 calls recorded from the road bases.
Approximately 600 and 450 cases of ambulance calls increased annually in urban and road bases, respectively.
The results also indicate that the most common causes
of ambulance calls at urban and road bases were traffic
accidents, falling, heart diseases, and poisoning.

Findings of the study indicate an increase in ambulance
calls from road and urban emergency bases each year.
The highest number of causes for ambulance calls from
urban and road bases for all three years were related to
traffic accidents and the least number was related to heat
stroke. In Kavusi et al. study, the most common cause
of ambulance use was related to receiving consulting
services (20.5%), laboratory services, and transfusion
of blood products (12.5%) [11]. In a study by Stripe et
al. which was conducted with the aim of comparing the
profile of Nebraska prehospital missions, transfer of the
patients with fractures, cardio-respiratory and neurological diseases were reported more in rural areas and also
the possibility of admission of patients from rural areas
was twice as many as from urban areas [12].

Comparing the cause of the ambulance call between
urban bases and road bases, statistical analysis indicated
a significant difference with respect to causes such as traffic accidents, heart emergencies, respiratory emergencies, brain emergencies, falling, burns, suicide, poisoning, and drowning (P<0.01), while this difference was not
significant with regard to heat stroke (P<0.01) (Table 1).
The average call response time at the urban base was 5.87
minutes and on the road bases, 10.59 minutes. Statistical test showed a significant difference between response
time at urban and road bases (P<0.01) (Table 2). In most
cases of the ambulance call at urban bases (63.14%) and

In this study, traffic incidents, falling, heart emergency and
poisoning were the most common causes for ambulance
calls from urban and road bases and there was a significant
difference between urban and rural areas with regard to all
causes (except for heat stroke) (P<0.01). In a study by Billion
et al. problems such as chest pain (symptom of heart problem), clinical signs associated with abdominal and urinary
problems, traffic accidents, respiratory problems, and organ

Table 1. Comparison of the causes of ambulance call on the road and urban bases of the province from 2012 to 2014

Urban Base
Cause of Call

Road Base

P With ChiSquare Test

No.

Cases Per
1000 People

%

No.

Cases Per
1000 People

%

Traffic accidents

12569

12.08

20.98

11232

15.68

66.40

<0.01

Cardiac emergencies

5374

5.16

8.97

727

1.01

4.30

<0.01

Head emergencies

625

0.60

1.04

81

0.11

0.47

<0.01

Respiratory emergencies

2301

2.212

3.84

310

0.43

1.83

<0.01

Falling

3429

3.297

5.726

624

0.87

3.69

<0.01

Burns

289

0.277

0.48

107

0.15

0.633

<0.01

Suicide

337

0.324

0.56

46

0.06

0.27

<0.01

Poisoning

3564

3.42

5.951

427

0.59

2.52

<0.01

Drowning

17

0.016

0.028

15

0.12

0.08

<0.01

Heat stroke

3

0.002

0.005

2

0.002

0.01

>0.01

Others

31375

30.16

52.39

3439

4.80

20.34

<0.01
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Table 2. Average response time

Base

Average Response Time (Min)

Urban

5.87

Road

10.59

P With t
<0.01

Table 3. The result of an ambulance call

Result

Urban Base
No.

%

No.

%

Transferring to health center

40365

63.14

15659

73.01

On-site treatment

2941

4.60

1466

6.83

Cancelled mission

18441

28.84

3636

16.95

Death at the mission location

2180

3.41

684

3.18

damage were reported among the reasons for the ambulance
calls in urban and rural areas [10]. However, in Huang et al.
study, aimed at examining the pattern of use of prehospital
emergency services in urban and rural areas, a statistically
significant difference was found among reasons such as traffic accidents, falling, acute illness, alcohol poisoning in urban and rural areas (P<0.01).
Traffic accidents were the most common cause of ambulance calls in rural areas and acute illness and traffic accidents were the common causes of calling in urban areas [13].
According to the obtained results, the highest result regarding the dispatching of ambulances in urban bases in all three
years was ambulance dispatch to health centers and its lowest
number was related to the cancellation of the mission due to
the death of the patient at the call place of the ambulance.
“Response duration” has been used as an indicator of the
evaluation of the prehospital emergency system process freely all over the world and that was one of the traditional ways
in assessing the performance of prehospital emergency bases
[14, 15]. Based on the results, the average response time at
dispatching ambulance in urban areas was 5.87 minutes and
in the road bases was 10.59 minutes. This means that this
duration on the road was almost twice the duration of urban
bases and based on the statistical test in relation to the response time, a significant statistical difference was observed
between the urban and road bases in this regard (P<0.01).
The longer response time on the road bases can be because of the wider coverage area of the road bases of
Hamadan Province, compared to the urban bases. That
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Road Base

is because the distance between the mission area and the
road base may be further. In a study by Peyravi et al. which
conducted with the aim of investigating the response time
to emergency cases and causes of delays in the missions of
the Emergency Center, Shiraz, the results indicate that in
all hours of the day and night, 49.9% of missions were accomplished between 8 and 10 minutes, that is, more than
the standard time. The causes of this delay mentioned by
the technicians were road failures, road traffic, bad weather, long route, dispatch from other bases due to lack of ambulance at the base of the relevant area, getting the wrong
address by operator, failure to send an ambulance, delay in
sending ambulance at the beginning of the mission [16].
In line with the results of this study, Nasiri Pour et al.
in their study reported that an emergency response time
in urban areas of the whole country except Tehran was
7 minutes and in suburban areas was 14 minutes [17].
Jack Campbell in his study reported that emergency road
response was more than 10 minutes, and thus, more than
global standards [18]. According to Fitch, the standard
response time in urban areas was within 8 minutes and
59 seconds to 90% of calls and in rural areas, 14 minutes
and 59 seconds response time to 90% of calls [19].
Based on the results, there have been approximately
600 more calls for ambulances every year from urban
bases and 450 calls for ambulances from the road bases.
The number of ambulance calls from urban bases was
more than that of the road bases. This indicates that the
need for prehospital emergency services is rising in urban and rural areas each year. Along with these results,
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in the study by Huang et al., the size and number of missions that led to therapeutic measures in urban areas was
more than that in rural areas [13].
In another study by Momeni et al. aimed at comparing
the use of ambulances in patients with acute myocardial
infarction in urban and rural areas, the findings revealed
that 9.9% of urban patients and 7.4% of rural patients
had used ambulance; but this difference was not statistically significant (P>0.58) [20]. The main limitations of
this study is the nongeneralizability of the results due to
the small size of the research population as it only researched the roads and urban bases located in Hamedan
Province. Therefore, it is recommended that other studies be conducted in other provinces of the country to
draw a better conclusion.

5. Conclusion
According to the results of the study, despite the similarity in the order of the reasons for the ambulance calls from
the road and urban bases, significant differences observed
between urban and road areas regarding the number of “ambulance calls” and “response time”. Although ambulance
calls in urban areas was more than that of the rural areas,
but the response time in rural areas was longer than urban
areas and this difference can be due to the greater awareness of prehospital emergency services in residents of urban
areas and the vast and large area covered by the road emergency base, compared to that of urban emergency bases.
Therefore, it is necessary to increase the number of road
emergency bases (rural areas) to reduce the response time.
It was also shown that the number of ambulance calls and
115 missions in urban and rural areas increased annually.
Therefore, the authorities should perform precise need measurement in their planning to increase the number of road
and urban emergency bases according to the needs. Since
in this study, traffic accidents, falling, heart emergency and
poisoning were the most common causes for ambulance
calls from urban and road bases, the authorities in prehospital emergency department of the province are expected
to promote road and urban ambulances equipment and prepare appropriate in-service training programs in order to
improve care services in connection with these causes.
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